Hong Kong casino backs a winner
with huge energy savings.

Case Study: Casino, Macau, Hong Kong - May 2017
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At A Glance
Building: Extremely large, multi-storey hotel and casino of a well-known entertainment group.
BMS:

Systematic integration with BMS is being done over time due to sheer size of facility. Phase 1 completed Oct. 2016.

Objective: Lower energy and maintenance costs, improve management efficiency, increase customer satisfaction
along with profitability and commercial value of the business.
Solution: AdOPT™, an intelligent cloud based data analytics software program. Processes 20,000 data points on a real time
basis. Provides 500 plus diagnostic advices daily. Amount of data processed so far exceeds 70GB.
Services provided: Fault Detection and Diagnosis, Digital Workflow, Energy Management, Automatic Reporting,
KPI Management, and Data Analysis.
Results:

• Direct energy savings: 9.5% - exclusive of other benefits. • Reduction of time spent on maintenance: 70%.
• Increased occupancy rate from better guest experience: 1-3%. • Preventive maintenance and commercial value
benefit: HK$1.3m plus per year. • Service Period: 6 months. • Recording all nominated data: Instantaneous.
• Reporting: Automatic.

To see exactly how these results were achieved, read the full case history on the following pages.
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Full Case Study
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AdOPT™ Benefit Outline
The AdOPT™ has been applied and tested at a casino of a well-known entertainment group since October 2016.
Phase 1 of the work has been carried out, in what will be a systematic integration over time due to the sheer size
of the facility and its associated operational system requirements.
The first phase of the project is currently in use and the system is processing 20,000 data points on a real time basis.
It is providing 500 plus diagnosis advices daily, and the accumulative total amount of data processed
has so far exceeded 70GB.
Since inception of the AdOPT™ the casino has successfully saved on energy costs, reduced the maintenance costs,
increased the management efficiency and obtained additional commercial value for the operation.
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AdOPT™ Benefit Outline
The highlighted benefits are:

• Direct energy savings of circa 10% ;
• Preventive maintenance gains and commercial values HK$1M+/year
• Service complaints reduced, higher degree of guest satisfaction
• Enhanced facility safety, longer equipment life-cycle, reduced of repairing costs
• Real time automatic energy audit and metering system, auto-reporting and data storage
• Improvement of management efficiency, maintenance time waste reduced by 70%
• Information centralization & electrification, data quality assessment and flexibility
• Green building factors added points to LEED assessment
Value Gains and Investment

Energy Saving

9.5%

Direct saving gained, exclusive of other benefits

Annual Investment

HKD300K~500K

Included project installation & initialization

Other Gains

HKD1.3m+/year

Equipment health, management efficiency, maintenance productivity, guest satisfaction, information centralization,
green build & LEEDS
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Benefits Explained
The AdOPT™ platform increased the energy efficiency, reduced the management and maintenance costs and improved the
overall management standard, creating considerable value for the user.
This chapter describes in detail the benefits created by the application of AdOPT™ to the client.
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Benefits Explained: FDD
Fault Detection & Diagnosis (FDD)
The FDD is one of the most powerful functions within the AdOPT™ platform, which can continuously detect unreasonable
and abnormal operations during real-time applications. Automatic solutions will be generated, alarms will be sent and
suggestions will be issued instantly on the AdOPT™ interface.
Within the current project, FDD found various hidden operational issues and table 2.1.1 has summarized the saving &
values created by AdOPT™ . Along with the continuous FDD applications, not limited to the listed items, additional faults
and random issues were detected and further value created via preventative measures.
AdOPT™ is able to assist and guide the management team on preventive facility maintenance, which further reduces the
maintenance costs and improves the management productivity and quality. The big-data correlation analysis of the
AdOPT™ system discovered unforeseen problems of the facility and its operations. The detected faults have been recorded
and alarmed to the users in order to analyze and resolve such problems in a preventative way.
Table 2.1.2 lists the values created by the preventive maintenance in each case.
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Benefits Explained: FDD
Table 2.1.1 FDD Direct Energy Saving Benefits
FDD Items

Concurrency Rate

Saving Rate (% HVAC Energy)

5%

Circa 0.25%

Temperature/Pressure signal errors lead to inaccurate controls or malfunction of executors.

10%-15%

Circa 1.25%

Chilled water or room temperature setting too high/low, energy wasted on Chiller plant.

Leakage/ faults on air dampers

19%

Circa 0.75%

Damper stuck in position, or malfunction, supply air fails to meet requirement, energy wasted on cooling.

Heat exchanger & pump faults

21%

Circa 1.0%

Cooling tower/condenser/evaporator heat exchanging rate/demands and pump operation mismatch, pump loss.

Equipment efficiency decay/ fouling

18%

Circa 1.25%

Chiller/cooling tower efficiency damping, plant energy wasted, preventive maintenance demanded

VFD control faults

30%

Circa 0.75%

Plant control logic inaccurate, VFD control not matched with real time demands, pump & fan power wasted.

Inefficient operation pattern and strategy

20%

Circa 1.5%

System running at low efficient modes, such as inefficient plant controls or inappropriate precooling strategy.

Water valve leakage/ malfunction

15%

Circa 0.75%

Valve body could not reach in right position, or malfunction, water mixing in hydraulic system

Differential pressure bypass errors

5%

Circa 0.25%

Supply & return circuit pressure difference too big/small, pump energy wasted or caused uncomforting.

Inaccurate AHU/PAU controls

15%

Circa 1.25%

Fresh air control fault, chilled water demand feedback errors, fan power wasted.

System temperature fluctuations

10%

Circa 0.5%

Waterside/ airside temperature oscillations, control inaccuracy, energy saved by calibration & corrections.

Sensor faults
Incorrect settings

Total

Sample & Explanation

Circa 9.5%
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Benefits Explained: FDD
Table 2.1.2 Preventive Maintenance Benefit & Commercial Values
Items
Facility operation
& overall management

Event Types & Descriptions
Comfort degree & commercial value
Improve room comfort, lower complaint occurrence, better guest experience, to increase occupancy rate of 1~3%, commercial value
gained.
Equipment health & maintenance

Values
Business income increasing.
HK$1m+/year contributed.
Lower repair costs, improve
the equipment efficiency and
extend the equipment life

Chiller/cooling tower
efficiency decay

Such as surge prevention, or condenser inefficiency leading to chiller overload, shortens the equipment life and wastes energy.
To detect and preventively maintain the equipment can improve the running efficiency and reduce repair costs and energy consumption.

Pump & fan hidden
errors
Vale opening deviation
VFD control fluctuation

Such as fan bell loose, bearing distortion, preventing these problems can avoid extreme cases of sudden “out of service”, save energy
and assist on better management.
Valve positioning too often, to prevent such control errors can reduce valve damages
VFD changing too rapidly, prevent such problem can reduce motor or VFD damages.
System operational efficiency

Hydraulic system
balancing

Imbalanced hydraulic system caused high energy consumption on water delivery, wasted pump energy, and impact on pump health.
Detect and prevent such problem can save pump energy and maintenance costs.

HK$100,000year

Operation FDD

Passive manual fault detection and verifications occur mostly when there is a tenant complaint. For management to detect and prevent
such complaints can save man-power and increase the work productivity of the management team whilst also reducing complaints.

HK$200,000/year

Data quality

Accurate data is important to facility control and management, continuous data quality assessment can discover hidden risks of the
system operation and improve its efficiency.

Summary

Improved degree of satisfaction, O&M efficiency, equipment health, reduced maintenance cost
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More than HK$1.3m+/year

Benefits Explained: Automatic KPI Management
The auto-KPI is capable of reducing the labour work load and data processing required compared with the traditional
manual KPI system.
Since it is programmed based on real time operational data, the evaluation is more comprehensive, instantaneous and
accurate. Furthermore, AdOPT™ is capable to predict the forthcoming KPI value so as to alert the operation team to
take faster actions.
Table 2.2.1 KPI Benefits
AdOPT™ Functions

Traditional KPI

AdOPT™ KPI

AdOPT™ Benefits

KPI Prediction

No

Yes

KPI passing rate to be higher, detail info and reasons of KPI are known,
increasing efficiency

Data Export: Circa 1hrs/week

Automatic, Instant

Weekly
KPI Reports
For Example

Data Processing: Circa 2hrs/week

Automatic, Instant

Tables & Graphics: Circa 5hrs/week

Automatic, Instant

Report Compiling: Circa 4hrs/week

Automatic Reports, Instant

Saving Subtotal Facility
& Management

-

-
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To reduce work load of data processing and shorten processing period.
To save 12hrs/person/week, 500hrs/person/year, and
1-2% from total energy costs
At least 2% of total energy costs

Benefits Explained: Management Efficiency
AdOPT™ platform provides various automatic facility management tools to improve the facility operational efficiency
and increase the management productivity.
Work order:
To provide facility management with electronic workflow, allowing snapshots, order tracking, e-distributions, work flow
recording etc. It deletes redundant procedures and speeds up the problem solving tremendously.
Additionally the AdOPT™ platform automatically summarizes detected problems, work order records, and presents
maintenance plans to management team.
Automatic reports:
To prepare periodic reports of managing buildings and facilities normally involves a huge amount of tedious effort processing
data from the BMS.
It normally takes 1-2 days to generate a weekly report and a lot longer to create a monthly or quarterly report. AdOPT™
automatically generates periodic reports instantly so as to save a considerable amount of processing time and work load.
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Benefits Explained: Management Efficiency
Automatic metering & billing system:
The manual metering & billing record ordinarily takes at least 2 hours, and it often involves data inaccuracy and faults
due to human mistakes.
The AdOPT™ automatic billing system is capable of recording all nominated data instantly, and automatically generating
periodic reports to summarise the costs.
Data analysis tool:
This service module allows users to directly use online data to create charts and diagrams to visualize curves and bars,
research correlation of any variables and generate dedicated diagrams for reporting.
It accelerates data processing and makes full use of the data transferred to the cloud.
All finished diagrams and searches are saved online and available when users log in for the next time.
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Benefits Explained: Management Efficiency
Table 2.3.1 AdOPTTM Benefits On Management Efficiency
Items

Traditional Work load

AdOPT™

Work orders

16hrs/month/person

Automatic, Instant

Automatic reports

24 hrs/month/person

Automatic, Instant

Automatic metering & billing

16hrs/month/person

Automatic, Instant

Saving time and being more efficient on management

Export data

4hrs/month/person

Automatic, Instant

To save at least 56hrs/person/month
plus potential saving caused by AdOPT™

Graphics

6hrs/month/person

Automatic, Instant

Analysis

8hrs/month/person

4hrs/month

The data
analysis tool
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Benefits

Get AdOPT™ working for you.
Contact David Azar at
david@industry-tech.com.au
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